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You start out in a graveyard at night, after some storm, where you have to find the skeletons keys
and go to the destroyed town, where the game will start. Once in the destroyed town you have to go

through rooms with traps and zombies. The bad guys are zombies, they are smarter than normal
zombies and they spawn in some rooms. All the weapons are usable on any level, at any point of the
game, the only restriction is that you can only use a certain amount of ammo when you start, after
that you can only reload with the amour you have in your inventory. Because of that you must save
it. Every level has only one savepoint, so when you're restarting the game you must always save it
before you do anything, otherwise you will lose a lot of points. Also zombies are programmed to go

to the nearest skeleton to kill, unless there is already one on the field, there they will try to kill it
first. In the game you have to kill the zombies with your pistol until the level ends, so you can finish
the level. Additional information: About the new video: I tried to make a new type of video, where I
start to tell you what I wanna do in the game, and after that I'm gonna go around the scene telling

you how the gameplay is going to be. This is not entirely clear, so if you have any questions just ask!
If you wanna help me with this game, you can become a patron here: If you wanna help and donate,
you can support my channel by donating here: This is a game where you shoot Zombies, in 2D, as a
skeleton, in this platform shooter game. This is the first game I'm ever publishing so the plot is very

light, An evil mage has started the zombie invasion, and it's going well until they attack the
"Destroyed Town" where a skeleton with a pistol is gonna save the world. About The Game Gun

Skaters: You start out in a graveyard at night, after some storm, where you have to find the
skeletons keys and go to the destroyed town, where the game will start. Once in the destroyed town

you have to go through rooms with traps and zombies. The bad guys are zombies, they

Features Key:
11 to 5 or 5 to 11

No time limit
High tier lists included

Stacks calculated for competitive play
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Home matches can be accessed from the “Touch”

 Grade and viewpoint movements
Viewpoint  
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